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Lenox Mall

Executive Summary
Purpose of this Study
This study is focused on identifying pedestrian connectivity
opportunities within a specific 45-acre block of Buckhead bounded by
Georgia 400, Peachtree Road and the Lenox Road/Buckhead Loop.
While still developing, this block is already home to over 14,000
residents and employees. It has a mix of uses within walking
distance including office, residential, retail and hotels. It offers a
legitimate transit option by being within only a 10-minute walk of the
Buckhead MARTA Station. Yet its “super block” structure and lack of
connectivity impedes these qualities, hampering access to transit and
discouraging walking as a viable option for even small trips.
The goal of this study is to create a long-term vision and identify
specific short-term opportunities for adding and strengthening
pedestrian circulation within this block and to surrounding
destinations.
Achieving this goal will have measurable results. Today this block
generates approximately 30,000 trips a day. Increasing transit usage
and walking to even 20% (parts of Midtown Atlanta achieve over a
30% transit mode split) would create capacity for an additional 6,000
vehicle trips (equal to the traffic generated by a 700,000 square foot
office building) without having to add new road infrastructure.
More difficult to measure but of equal importance is quality of life;
residents will have a walkable neighborhood connecting a range of
needs and employees will have expanded choices and amenities
readily available. This adds real value in a competitive real estate
market and enhances long-term quality of life.

Why is this Important?
The focus on pedestrian connectivity is important both to identify
site-specific actions and opportunities with individual land owners
and as a way to test concepts that could be applied throughout the
Buckhead CID in similar situations. It is particularly important in
this block for a number of reasons.
First, access to transit is too valuable to ignore.
All properties within this block are (as the crow flies) within a
10-minute walk of the Buckhead MARTA Station, yet pedestrian
access is limited and indirect. The future concourse to the northern
end of the MARTA station will land at Stratford Road in the middle
of this block and provide a pedestrian connection across Georgia
400 to Tower Place Drive. This new transit link should serve as a
driver to maximize transit accessibility for all development within
the block.
A “status quo” mentality puts private investment at a competitive
disadvantage.
This area must continue to evolve and remake itself to remain
competitive in the real estate marketplace. Property owners are
continually competing with the next new project for the latest in
tenant desire and amenity. This vision for a connected open space
and pedestrian system should be viewed as the next generation
amenity and part of the unique “experience” that only this area can
provide. Coupling this vision with the area’s address, access to
transit and proximity to regional destinations can only strengthen
its competitive advantage.
Significant change is inevitable.
Almost half of the block is either undeveloped or underutilized,
and while the timing of redevelopment is unpredictable in the
current market downturn, redevelopment will ultimately occur.
This vision illustrates how that redevelopment can be shaped
over time to protect access and connectivity, facilitate new open
spaces, and ensure the long-range vision. This vision will guide
short-term actions by integrating the concepts into the zoning and
development approval process, and catalyzing potential public
investment in new open spaces and pedestrian infrastructure.
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Connectivity Plan
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The Process
This is a design problem that will require retrofitting a complex
environment involving multiple property owners, changes in
topography, vehicular access and parking, existing and future
development, and sometimes competing development interests.
Uncovering the block’s opportunities required a layered process of
field tours, site mapping, and stakeholder interviews that culminated
in an “on-site” multi-day design workshop where initial ideas were
developed and shared with stakeholders. Those ideas were further
developed and refined as illustrated in this report.
Field Tours & Mapping – An understanding of this block cannot be
complete without exploring its inner workings, service areas, garages,
and leftover spaces. The project team field toured and “tested”
all the proposed connections and public spaces, identifying all the
possible connections both developed and undeveloped and fieldchecking their feasibility.

Stakeholder Interviews - The study process included one-onone interviews with every property owner in the block and other
area stakeholders. These interviews provided a comparative
understanding of the ten individual property owners’ interests,
allowing the plan to be shaped to best match the collective
interests of the block.
These interviews included:
Monarch Centre
Margeson Property
Post Stratford
Dante’s Down the Hatch
Ritz Carlton Hotel
The Mansion
Alliance Center
Lenox Towers
Ackerman & Co.
Paramount Condominiums
Lenox Plaza
North Buckhead Civic Association
Design Workshop – The design process culminated in an onsite and multi-day design workshop in which the team set up a
working studio in the study area and “lived and worked” in the
block over three days developing initial design concepts. Held
in the top floor of the Two Alliance Center Building, the team
had a bird’s-eye perspective on the site and direct access to
stakeholders and property owners for informal discussions and
a workshop wrap-up presentation. It was here that the basic
concepts were developed for further review and refinement.
This report documents the study process, outlining the context
(Section 1.0), defining the vision (Section 2.0), and identifying
projects and actions (Section 3.0).
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How Do We Make it Happen?
This vision is only a small first step. There are
many details yet to face, including specific
design, cost and funding issues, negotiating
easement agreements, and defining maintenance
responsibilities.
The purpose of this document is simply to uncover
the opportunities so that more detailed discussions
can occur around the ideas that have support and
merit. Some actions can occur in the short term,
such as the coordination and implementation of
a unified private wayfinding system. Others will
require focused public intervention, such as the
proposed new open space. And some actions will
only be implemented in the long-term through
future redevelopment. This document sets the
vision in motion.

5

Connectivity and Open Space Vision
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1.0 context
buckhead pedestrian connectivity study
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Lenox Mall

1.2

Built Form

The built form of the block is characterized
by a series of separate and generally nonconnected commercial and multi-family
development projects built within the past
60 years on former single-family residential
land. This pattern ranges from undeveloped
lots to recently developed Class-A office
space. Vehicular access is limited to a
series of public (Stratford Road) and private
(individual driveways) cul-de-sacs that
connect to either the Buckhead Loop or
Peachtree Road. The resulting “super” block
is a 45-acre mixed-use development with
access to only two roads (Peachtree Road
and the Buckhead Loop) at just five points
of signalized access. Parking is generally
provided in structured decks behind or
below buildings, resulting in a concentration
of parking decks in the center of the block.

Built Form
1.1

Study Area

The study area is defined by Georgia 400, Peachtree Road and the Lenox Road/Buckhead
Loop. This “east” block of the Buckhead Loop sits within a 10-minute walk of the
Buckhead MARTA Station, Phipps Plaza, and Lenox Square, and includes over 45 acres of
land developed in a mix of office, residential, hotel, and retail uses. These uses generate
a combined office and residential population of over 14,000 people, consisting of 595
residential units, 644 hotel rooms, and almost 3 million square feet of office space. While
the Buckhead MARTA station has provided transit access to this area for over 15 years,
access to the station has been via the southern end of the platform to Peachtree Road. The
northern access to the station and concourse over GA 400, currently in final design, will
expand access to the transit station and provide a valuable and needed connection between
the “west” and “east” blocks of the Buckhead Loop.
8

Existing Connections
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Pedestrian Orientation

1.4

5 M inute Walk

1.3

Pedestrian Orientation

The built form of the block results in a
collective orientation of building entrances
and pedestrian access that is primarily set
back from adjacent streets and inwardly
focused to private courtyards or vehicle
drop-off areas. This pattern reflects a
vehicular-focused design orientation that
favors visitors that arrive by car over those
that arrive on foot. A high degree of
attention is paid to the physical environment
around vehicular drop-off areas and private
courtyards, while little attention is given to
the walking environment between parcels
or to surrounding development. The
incremental process of development over
time did not anticipate the need for shared
connections, additional streets or blocks,
or an interconnected pedestrian system
beyond existing sidewalks along public
streets. The result is a set of “pedestrian
– isolated” development projects that,
while accommodating pedestrians, do not
encourage or prioritize pedestrian activity.

Existing Connections

The existing system of pedestrian connections is a mix of public sidewalks, private pathways,
walkways through parking decks, and internal connections through building lobbies. Critical
components of this system are several points of vertical circulation that allow the system
to connect the varying levels and elevations that exist between existing streets, building
entrances, and multiple-level parking decks. These include stair and elevator towers within
parking decks and, in some cases, building lobbies. The bridge over GA 400 at the northern
end of the Buckhead MARTA Station will provide a valuable pedestrian link between the
east and west sides of the Buckhead Loop. In addition, the pending streetscape project
on Peachtree Road east of GA 400 will greatly improve the quality of the pedestrian realm,
as previous streetscape improvement projects along other sections of Peachtree have
proven to encourage pedestrian activity once completed. While not fully complete, this is
a connected system, yet it lacks a clear wayfinding strategy or brand that communicates to
the user its potential or proactively encourages its use.
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North-South Routes

1.5

Paths & Ideal Grid

The existing pedestrian system is focused on the perimeter of the
block, leaving a significant gap through its center and creating
circuitous east-west and north-south routing between destinations.
The fundamental problem is that the block is too large. If an ideal
grid were overlaid onto the study area, this “super” block could
accommodate approximately nine “urban” blocks of roughly 400’
x 400’ - similar in scale to those of Midtown or Downtown Atlanta.
One of the many values of a smaller, finer-grain block structure
is the resulting quantity and flexibility of pedestrian routes to
destinations. New connections need to be provided through the
center of this block to link up with the new MARTA bridge and break
down the structure of the block wherever possible.

East-West Routes
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Property Ownership

1.7

Redevelopment Potential

Almost half of the block (including six of
the ten owners) has potential for significant
change over the long term. While each
potential redevelopment parcel is on
a different timetable, they collectively
represent an important opportunity
to reshape the form and pattern of a
large portion of this block. A critical
concentration of these parcels is located in
the southwest corner of the block, centered
on the Margeson parcel, which, when
redeveloped, has the potential to open up
access through the middle of the block and
connect directly to the new MARTA bridge at
Stratford Road.

1.6

Ownership

The 45-acre block is comprised of ten owners/parcels in a range of development stages from
undeveloped former residential lots to recently completed Class-A office towers. Ownership
includes private individuals, large equity funds, and corporate commercial real estate
firms. This range of ownership and development condition provides unique constraints and
opportunities. Some owners are long-term players that will move slowly to change and
have limited motivation to participate, while others are ready to develop as soon as market
conditions allow and are positioned to take advantage of new connectivity and pedestrian
amenities.
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Redevelopment Potential
3 Lenox Plaza – This is an older office

building site with access to both
Peachtree Road and Stratford Road. It
is owned by a patient equity owner who
is currently reinvesting in the property
making this a long-term redevelopment
opportunity likely tied to adjacent
properties.

6

4 Lenox Towers – This is an older office
1
2

7

3

4

5

5 Ackerman – This is a large, mainly

undeveloped site that has been
previously planned as a significant
mixed-use development and is ready to
develop when market conditions dictate.
It has important frontage adjacent
to MARTA bridge and connection to
Stratford Road.

Redevelopment Potential
1 Margeson – This is a vacant, former

single-family lot that includes an
access agreement with Lenox Plaza to
accommodate a vehicular connection
to Stratford Road. It is owned by a
single private owner who is ready for
development in the short-term.

site with two towers and signalized
access to Peachtree Road. It is owned by
a patient equity owner and while change
is possible, it will require a unique set of
market and land assembly conditions to
motivate the owner.

2 Steppersen (Dante’s)– This is a

restaurant site with access to both
Peachtree Road and Stratford Road. It
is owned by a single private owner who
is not motivated to redevelop in the
short-term. Long-term redevelopment
potential is most likely tied to
assembling the adjacent Margeson and/
or Lenox Plaza parcels.

6 Alliance Center – This is a current,

but temporary, park site at the end of
Stratford Road and is a future office
tower site representing the last phase of
the Alliance Center office complex.
7 Tower Place – This is a surface parking

lot on the west side of GA 400 and the
MARTA bridge which will develop in time
and fronts along a critical connection
between Tower Place Drive and the new
MARTA Bridge.
14

2.0 the connectivity plan
buckhead pedestrian connectivity study

Connectivity Plan
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2.1

Connectivity Plan
Summary

The vision for this Connectivity Plan
is organized into a series of five
interdependent components, each with
different implementation strategies and
schedules.
1. Enhancing Existing Connections
The existing system, while physically
connected, lacks a consistent design
vocabulary, wayfinding or signage. As a
result, the connections between properties
are unclear, connections within parking
decks feel ill-defined, and the overall system
lacks an inviting character or cohesiveness.
A coordinated “brand” should be established
that defines a cross-property approach
to the physical design standards, lighting,
amenities, and wayfinding of existing and
future pedestrian connections.
2. Joint Use of Underutilized Spaces
Some new connections can be provided
through joint use of underutilized spaces
such as driveways, parking decks, and
buffer areas between properties. These
spaces can be repurposed to accommodate
pedestrian connections while maintaining
their current function. These leftover spaces
are challenging design opportunities that
will need creative solutions, tying them to
the system-wide “brand” through lighting,
signage and design treatment.

3. New Vertical Circulation
A critical link in the future system will
be new vertical circulation. The varying
topography, range of building entrances, and
multi-level parking decks result in a system
that requires connections at many levels.
These changes in elevation are currently
accommodated within the existing system
through the use of stair towers and elevators
in parking decks and building lobbies. A
new central vertical circulation element will
be necessary to link the central open space
“spine” to the existing system and create a
direct pedestrian link through the center of
the block.

5. Shaping Future Redevelopment
A long-term but inevitable component of
this vision is the opportunity to reshape
key parcels that will redevelop over
time. A number of these parcels are
located along the central open space
spine, allowing them to take advantage
of the future pedestrian and open
space system. These parcels should be
designed to engage the future open space
system with new street connections and
activated ground-floor frontages. While
the exact form and design of these sites
cannot be prescribed in detail, important
connectivity and design standards can be
adopted into future zoning updates.

4. New Open Space Opportunities
The central “spine” of this system is a new
linear open space that extends through the
center of the block and provides a connected
“green walk” from Tower Place Drive to
Phipps Plaza. These new open spaces
incorporate existing undevelopable areas as
well as future open spaces provided through
redevelopment. They deliver opportunities
for needed green space, public art,
stormwater enhancements, and sustainable
design practices, while creating an engaging
and vibrant pedestrian environment.
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2.2

Enhancing Existing Connections

In order to capitalize on the existing system of private connections,
a coordinated set of design standards should be established to
guide the enhancement of existing connections and the design of
future connections. These standards should include the location
and layout of connections through parking decks, their size
and design, lighting, amenities/furniture, and wayfinding. The
standards should be “adopted” by the private landowners within
the block and implemented individually in order to ensure a
consistent system brand and identity across all properties.

Existing pedestrian
connection in Monarch
parking deck

Existing Path and sign
directing pedestrians to
MARTA Station

17

Wayfinding & Signage
A potential wayfinding system will include a range of sign types and components adapted
to the varying conditions of this pedestrian system which includes a range of public and
private connections. Some of this wayfinding is already occurring within private properties
as both Alliance Center and Monarch Centre have placed signage within their parking decks
directing pedestrians to MARTA in anticipation of the future Stratford connection.
A wayfinding master plan for this block should be coordinated and consistent between
properties, outlining a system of private signage that would occur within building lobbies,
parking decks, plazas and open spaces. Potential components might include gateway
banners, pedestrian directional signs, kiosk maps, video displays, and even wayfinding
applications for cell phones and personal hand-held devices. These components should be
consistently branded to visually link the system across properties and could include lighting
and video components serving as beacons in key locations.

Example wayfinding components

18

2.3

Joint Use of Underutilized Spaces

A number of new connections can simply be created by repurposing
underutilized spaces such as existing driveways and landscape
buffer areas. The locations identified are ones that could, through
redesign, accommodate pedestrian connections without impacting
existing circulation or use. Providing pedestrian access to these
spaces will require establishing easement agreements between
private properties. The physical redesign of these new connections
to accommodate pedestrians should follow the design standards
established for private property connections, establishing and
extending the “system brand” through consistent wayfinding,
lighting and design treatment.

2.4

New Ver tical Circulation

A pivotal challenge in linking the pedestrian system east to west
is the change in elevation (approximately 25 feet) from Monarch
Centre/Phipps Plaza to Stratford Road. This transition occurs
abruptly on the western edge of the Monarch property at the
intersection of the Alliance Center and Lenox Towers. It is here
between the Monarch Tower and Monarch Plaza parking decks that
a new concourse and vertical circulation system will be required to
facilitate the connection from the central open space spine to the
elevation of Monarch and Phipps Plaza. This vertical circulation
may include a combination of stairs, escalators, and an elevator,
attached to the existing parking decks and connected to the central
open space spine below.

Potential connection to Peachtree Road:
between Lenox Towers & Monarch

This vertical circulation element represents an opportunity to shape
the architectural identity of the pedestrian system through the
design of stair and elevator tower elements. A similar condition
occurs on the western edge of the Alliance Center connecting the
Alliance Center plaza with the park below, providing a vertical
connection to Stratford Road and the future northern concourse
connection to the MARTA station.
Potential connection to Peachtree Road:
within Monarch landscape buffer
19

Alliance Center
elevator:
vertical connection
from plaza to
Stratford Road and
MARTA Station

View from Monarch deck west to Stratford Road:
Potential vertical circulation element

Architectural example of vertical circulation integrated
into public space
20

These examples from
San Antonio’s Riverwalk
illustrate a variety of ways to
incorporate vertical circulation
(stairs and elevators) into a
public space disconnected and
lower than street level

Stairways are a unique part of the
pedestrian experience

Elevator connecting Riverwalk to street and transit stop,
public art at street level serves as an identifiable marker
21

Elevator tower serves as architectural landmark

Elevator and stairs are designed as a seamless part of the
public space
22
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“The Green”
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4
Lenox Towers
Parking Deck

Note: Numbers refer to pictures on following pages.

2.5

New Open Space Opportunities

Open Space Spine
The central component of the new pedestrian system is
an open space “spine” that runs through the center of the
block connecting from the new MARTA Station concourse
at Stratford Road to Lenox Road and Phipps Boulevard.
This linear open space touches each of the block’s ten
parcels providing new access and an amenity for all
existing and future development. It provides the missing
pedestrian link through the block and, with the new
MARTA station access and pedestrian bridge over Georgia
400, creates a direct pedestrian connection from Tower
Place Drive to the front door of Phipps Plaza.
This new open space is created out of a series of
leftover but connected spaces between developed
properties and a new open space opportunity on a key
undeveloped parcel (Margeson). Because this system
will need to be retrofitted into an existing developed
environment, this open space runs behind and between
parking decks and buildings and at the sides and backs of
properties. This presents significant design challenges
to overcome including the lack of visibility, access, and
perceived safety. These challenges can be turned into
opportunities, creating a unique open space experience
that utilizes the backs and sides of parking decks for
public art or sustainable green walls, transforms leftover
and underutilized spaces into activated public spaces, and
establishes a framework for future redevelopment.

View from Stratford to potential Open
Space Spine (Margeson property)

1
View of “Alley” toward
Alliance Center plaza

7
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The Green
The undeveloped Margeson property is a key piece of the open
space spine and is a critical parcel in the future development of the
block. Its location provides the only opportunity to accommodate
a central pedestrian connection through the block. It sits at the
low point of the block and includes a drainage way that accepts
rainwater from adjacent developed properties, running to an inlet
at the northeast corner of the property. In addition, a recent
easement agreement provides a vehicular access drive from the
Lenox Plaza office parking lot through the Margeson property
to Stratford Road. While this access is currently restricted to
Lenox Plaza tenants, it represents a valuable future vehicular and
pedestrian connection between Peachtree Road and Stratford
Road that positions development opportunities on the Margeson
property.

The vision for this open space is a passive linear “green” that
follows along the natural depressed flow-way of the site, enhances
and protects the existing tree canopy and creates an informally
landscaped green space that incorporates the pedestrian path. The
street connection through the property forms the southern edge of
the open space and defines a development site on the parcel that
will face this new open space and have access to both Stratford
Road and Peachtree Road. Potential future redevelopment of the
adjacent Steppersen, Lenox Plaza and Lenox Towers properties will
provide additional access and activation of this open space and take
advantage of it as a shared public amenity.

The Paramount

Linear Open Space

Alliance II

Existing Tree Canopy
Stormwater Feature

Road
Stratford

section a

Potential Development Site
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section b

Redevelopment on
Adjacent Property
“Green” Wall
or Screen
“Green” Wall
or Screen
Alliance
Parking
Deck

Alliance
Parking
Deck

Lenox
Towers
Parking
Deck

Future
Development
Existing Access
Drive

Pedestrian Trail
to MARTA

section a

Park & Open
Space

Potential
Reuse

Pedestrian Trail

section b

View of Open Space
Spine &
Margeson property:
(Section A)

2

View of Lenox
Towers driveway:
(Section B)

4
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View of stormwater
inlet at a low point on
Margeson property

6

5
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View of Open Space Spine at back side of
Alliance Center deck (public art & landscape
design opportunity)

3

View from Alliance II deck to Open Space Spine (potential connection
from lobby through parking deck)

Open space comparables:
integrating trails, creeks and water
features, green space, landscape art,
and public plazas
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To Phipps Boulevard & the “Pond

View of “Alley” toward
Alliance Center plaza

Retail Reuse &
Activate
section e

Pedestrian Path to
Monarch Lobby
Outdoor Seating

Alliance Center
Parking Deck

Monarch Centre
Parking Deck

The Alley
Terraced Walks
section d

Stormwater Rain Gardens

The vision for this space is to create a public “room” or “alley”
formed by the walls of the adjacent parking decks that is
transformed into a dynamic and active open space. The existing
sloping topography is reshaped into a series of terraced walks and
seating areas with potential landscaped rain gardens for stormwater
treatment. An elevated walk provides a gracefully rising path that
navigates the changing elevation in order to land at the existing
elevation of the Lenox Towers property. This provides a connection
west to the “green” and MARTA station concourse at Stratford Road,
and south to Peachtree Road.

Elevated Catwalk

section c

Existing Connection
between Decks

to MARTA
29

There exists a corridor between the Alliance Center and Monarch
Centre parking decks that forms a critical north-south connection.
This space is formed by the edges of the two parking decks
and includes a sloping edge down to a drainage way that flows
ultimately south and west to the Margeson property.

To Monarch &
Phipps Plaza

section c

section d

“Green” Wall
or Screen

“Green” Wall
or Screen
Alliance
Center

section e

Structure/Framework for
Lighting, Banners, etc
Monarch
Center

Alliance
Center

“Green” Wall
or Screen

Structure/Framework for
Lighting, Banners, etc

Monarch
Center

Terraced Walls
Pedestrian Trail
(Elevated Catwalk)

Pedestrian Trail

Alliance
Center

Structure/Framework for
Lighting, Banners, etc

Monarch
Center
Parking
Deck

Outdoor Dining/
Plaza
Pedestrian Trail

Retail Reuse

Retail Activation
The northern end of the Monarch Centre parking deck
includes a former drive-through bank located adjacent to the
“Alley”. This space provides an important link between the
existing pedestrian system of Alliance Center and Monarch
Centre and the new Alley. It can become a gateway to the
open space spine and be reprogrammed into a retail service
or restaurant opportunity that faces the new open space.

The ground level edge of the Monarch parking deck can
be opened up to maximize visibility and exposure to the
Alley and allow potential restaurant uses to utilize it for
covered outdoor seating. The reuse and activation of this
underutilized commercial space is an important component
of activating the open space and pedestrian system, weaving
the existing built form into the framework of this future open
space and pedestrian amenity.

30

Sustainability and Green Design
The thoughtful incorporation of stormwater
treatment in the open space design is an opportunity
to establish a sustainability-oriented or “green”
brand. The green space could be structured into a
series of connected rain gardens and water features
that capture and treat the runoff from the adjacent
decks and existing flow way into a natively landscaped
public space that celebrates the relationship between
the built and natural environment.

Public art and green design comparables:
Creating a vibrant and multi-layered public space

31

The Alley:
Transforming leftover land into an active, functional and sustainable public space
32

Public Art
The parking deck walls provide a ready canvas
for public art and landscape design. They can be
resurfaced with potential public art installations
and/or living green walls of landscape that mask
the parking and create a living “green” room. These
design treatments could include lighting and video
concepts that activate this space day and night tied
to the adjacent restaurant opportunity and/or other
joint event programming. The result is a highly
flexible, dynamic and adaptable public space.

Design comparables for day and
night use

33

The Alley:
Designed as a flexible space for day and night use
34

2.6

Shaping Future Redevelopment

A long-term benefit of the investment in the open space and
pedestrian system outlined in this report will be its influence
on future redevelopment. This new public space will serve as a
defining amenity for the area and future redevelopment should
be directed and shaped to maximize access to the public space,
creating a distinct address and identity.
Any number of redevelopment scenarios are possible given the
potential parcel combinations and unpredictable development
timing options. For purposes of identifying and testing the
feasibility of critical street connections, development orientation
and pedestrian connectivity, two redevelopment concepts are
portrayed here. At one level, they serve as conceptual illustrations
of redevelopment potential and its relationship to the proposed
open space and pedestrian system. At another level, they identify
and test important guidelines for connectivity and development
orientation that should be incorporated into future development
approvals and/or SPI Zoning updates.

Ownership

The concepts tested here are reflected in the Vision Plan as
recommendations for new street connections, pedestrian
connectivity and retail street activation. These are discussed
in greater detail and with reference to the timing of their
implementation in Section 3.2.

Redevelopment Potential
35

Redevelopment
Comparables:
Linking open space
investment to create
dynamic urban
environments
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The Margeson property accommodates a new
hotel on the corner of Stratford Road across from
the MARTA station northern concourse. This
development site takes full advantage of the
central open space with significant park exposure
and access. In addition, the site is connected to
the Alliance Center service drive with direct access
to the Center’s parking deck to take advantage of
its surplus parking supply as a potential source of
shared parking.
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This concept assumes the combined development
of the Margeson, Steppersen, Lenox Plaza
and Lenox Towers properties. While this is an
optimistic assemblage of parcels it demonstrates
the scale of redevelopment possible. The plan
accommodates two new office towers, two hotels,
infill residential and retail along an extended
street from the signalized intersection of Lenox
Towers on Peachtree Road to Stratford Road. The
development is centered along this new street
which terminates on the central open space and
is lined and activated by street-level retail and
residential uses. Office uses are located to take
advantage of the site’s Peachtree Road address
with residential and street-level retail uses located
to frame the green space.
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This concept tests a smaller assemblage of
properties that includes just the Margeson,
Steppersen, and Lenox Plaza properties. In this
scenario the street from Stratford Road extends
east-west along the central open space and
connects to the service drive behind Lenox Towers,
ensuring connectivity even without combined
redevelopment. From Peachtree Road a secondary
street is connected to the open space, intersecting
at a right angle with the Stratford connection. A
new office tower is located on Peachtree Road
with retail uses extending along the new street to
the park. As in Concept 1, the Margeson property
accommodates a potential hotel facing the central
open space and additional residential uses frame
the remaining park frontage.
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3.0 projects & implementation
buckhead pedestrian connectivity study

3.1

Action Plan

The plan defines a range of projects that can be built incrementally with both
short-term and long-term actions. Yet implementing these projects will require the
support and consent of the property owners. Many of the critical components of
the plan are proposed to be built on private property and at a minimum will require
negotiation of easements, potential purchase, establishment of maintenance
responsibilities, and incorporation into long-term private development plans.
Building this support will require a sustained and proactive communication
campaign with the property owners that continues the dialogue initiated during this
process to shape a program of projects and actions. The Projects Matrix identifies
the component projects that make up the plan and organizes them into initial
short-, mid-, and long-term phasing.
Key first action steps include:
Gain approval of the plan from the BCID Board. This approval should charge
the BCID staff with the mission to further the dialogue with property owners
in order to identify, refine and develop short-term project plans.
Establish an implementation committee. Organize the key property owners into a
focused working group whose mission will be to identify and guide the development
of short-term projects. This committee will help in identifying critical obstacles and
crafting an implementation strategy.
Incorporate the plan’s open space components into the Buckhead Green
Space Action Plan. The Green Space Action Plan will be the future vehicle for
implementing open space in Buckhead. The parks and pedestrian connections
identified in this report are consistent with this emerging Green Space vision and
should become official components of the Green Space Action Plan and associated
funding strategy.
Translate the plan’s recommendations into the SPI-12 Overlay Zoning District.
The SPI-12 zoning district is currently being updated and this plan’s long-term
recommendations for new street connections, pedestrian connections, and open
space should be translated into zoning code to ensure implementation as future
development takes place.
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3.2

Projects Map

Note: Numbers refer to projects
listed in the Projects Matrix
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3.3

Projects Matrix

Mid-Term

Short-Term

Type
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Description

Stakeholders

Implementation Action
Encourage the two major landowners to
establish and coordinate system enhancements. This could be incorporated into
Monarch Centre’s planned wayfinding study

1

Enhance
Existing
Connections

Pedestrian System Design & Wayfinding Standards – Establish standards for private improvements to existing
connections and wayfinding

Alliance Center &
Monarch Centre, CID

2

Open Space

The Green – linear open space and pedestrian connection through the Margeson property

Margeson Family, CID Work with Margeson Family to identify
short-term open space use opportunities
and/or easement agreements. Incorporate
into Buckhead Open Space Plan and SPI
Zoning Update.

3

Joint Use of
Space

Pedestrian connection from Alliance II to the “Green” –
repurpose parking to create connection from building
lobby to open space and pedestrian system

Alliance Center, CID

Work with owner to identify feasible design options, implementation tied to the
“Green” open space concept

4

Joint Use of
Space

Phipps Plaza Pedestrian Connection – redesign of parking
lot to create direct connection to Phipps Plaza front
door.

Phipps Plaza/Simon
Property Group, CID

Work with owner to identify feasible design
options

5

Joint Use of
Space

Pedestrian connection from Alliance Courtyard to the
“Green” – repurpose service driveway to accommodate
pedestrian connection

Alliance Center, CID

Work with owner to identify feasible design options, implementation tied to the
“Green” open space concept

6

Open Space

The Alley – repurposed open space and pedestrian connection between parking decks

Alliance Center &
Monarch Centre, CID

Work with property owners to test the feasibility, design and cost of proposed open
space concept. Incorporate into Buckhead
Open Space Plan.

7

Future Redevelopment

Monarch Parking Deck Bank Reuse – reuse of former bank Monarch Centre, CID
as restaurant/retail opportunity adjacent to the “Alley”

8

Joint Use of
Space

Pedestrian Connection to Peachtree – connection from
the “Alley” to Peachtree Road via Lenox Towers driveway and Monarch Plaza landscape buffer

Lenox Towers & Mon- Work with owners to identify feasible easearch Centre, CID
ment and design options

9

Joint Use of
Space

Pedestrian Connection from the “Green” to the “Alley” –
connection via the Lenox Towers driveway

Lenox Towers, CID

Work with owner to identify feasible easement and design options

10

New Vertical
Circulation

Monarch Deck Vertical Circulation – retrofitted elevator,
stair and/or escalator system connected to Monarch
Deck

Monarch Centre, CID

Work with owner to identify feasible easement and design options

11

Joint Use of
Space

Pedestrian Connection through Monarch Deck – repurpose Monarch Centre, CID
parking to create connection from new vertical circulation to Monarch Tower driveway/sidewalk to Phipps
Plaza

Work with owner to identify commercial
opportunities supportive of open space
concept

Work with owner to identify feasible design
options, implementation tied to vertical
circulation concept

Long-Term

Type

Description

Stakeholders

Implementation Action

12

Future Redevelopment

Monarch Parking Deck Reuse – potential retail liner along Monarch Centre, CID
existing sidewalk to activate pedestrian system

13

Joint Use of
Space/New
Connection

Stratford Pedestrian Tunnel - pedestrian connection
under the Buckhead Loop connecting neighborhoods
north of the MARTA Station

GDOT, City of Atlanta, Work with GDOT and City of Atlanta to test
NPU/Neighborhoods, feasibly and cost
CID

14

Future Redevelopment

New Street Network – future street system made possible through redevelopment, connecting Peachtree
Road to new open space/pedestrian system

Margeson, Steppersen, Lenox Towers,
Lenox Plaza, City of
Atlanta, NPU, CID

Incorporate standards and recommendations into SPI Zoning update

15

Future Redevelopment

New Pedestrian Connections – connections made possible through redevelopment between Peachtree and
Open Space System, incorporated as part of street
design and/or site plan

Margeson, Steppersen, Lenox Towers,
Lenox Plaza, City of
Atlanta, NPU, CID

Incorporate standards and recommendations into SPI Zoning update

16

Future Redevelopment

Retail Street Activation – recommended street-level com- Margeson, Steppersmercial uses intended to activate street life and future en, Lenox Towers,
open spaces
Lenox Plaza, City of
Atlanta, NPU, CID

Incorporate standards and recommendations into SPI Zoning update

17

Future Redevelopment/
Open Space

New Open Space – new open space and retail activation
at Stratford MARTA Station entrance incorporated via
future redevelopment

Incorporate standards and recommendations into SPI Zoning update and Buckhead
Open Space Plan

Ackerman, City of
Atlanta, NPU, CID

Work with owner to test feasibility and
identify supportive commercial opportunities
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